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Messy Courtyard and Cafeteria PSA Script  

Scene 1. TEXT; Title Page: Courtyard and Cafeteria mess PSA 

Scene 2. VIDEO;  The mess in the courtyard and cafeteria have been a problem 

for many years.  

Scene 3. VIDEO;  It takes time to clean up our mess as the students when it’s our 

mess to clean up.  

Scene 4. VIDEO; Keeping the courtyard clean is important for the school 

environment, staff, and students. 

Scene 5. VIDEO; By cleaning up after ourselves we can make less work for the 

janitors that clean up our messes. Janitors should not be cleaning up lunch messes 

created by students. 

Scene 6. VIDEO; (littering and being lazy to get up and throw away their 

wrappers and trash) 



Scene 8 + 9 . VIDEO; (kid trying to throw a peice of trash in the trash can and 

misses and does not pick it up.TEXT It doesn’t take a lot to get up, walk to a 

garbage can and throw away your trash. 

Scene 10. TEXT; It’s important to do the right thing and some examples of that 

are: 

Scene 11. VIDEO; Someone getting up and throwing away their garbage TEXT; 

Cleaning up after yourself 

Scene 12. VIDEO; A kid accidentally dropping there garbage and a kid picking it 

up and throwing it away TEXT; Doing what you are supposed to be doing. 

Scene 12a. VIDEO; a homeroom class cleaning the video TEXT; and 

participating in group activities that benefit the courtyard and cafeteria. 

Scene 13. TEXT; you can help out by picking up someone else's  trash up too 

Scene 14. VIDEO; FACTS,( your trash can unintentionally harm animals and 

wildlife because it can be consumed and therefore poison them.  

Scene 14a. VIDEO; Your trash can also contaminate the water and turn into 

pollution by falling into water streams and rivers and emptying into the ocean 

possibly making water unsafe for the plants and animals living in it and around it.  

 Scene 14b. VIDEO; 11.5 billion dollars per year is spent by the US. government 

to clean up all the trash that is littered. 



Scene 14c. And also, littering is illegal and you CAN get in big trouble and 

possibly be fined for it. 

Scene 14d. Your small actions may not seem like such a big thing compared to the 

rest of the world, but every little thing you do contributes to the issue and can turn 

into something major. 

Scene 15. TEXT; Pick up after yourself, take pride in Cal Young by keeping it 

clean, and help the environment. 

Scene 15a. TEXT; Cal Young homerooms are now on a schedule for cleaning up 

the courtyard. 

Scene 16. CREDITS; Credit page  

https://www.conserve-energy-future.com/various-littering-facts.phphttps://www.conserve-energy-future.com/various-littering-facts.php  

https://scienceleadership.org/blog/Littering_and_its_Effect_on_the_Environmenthttps://scienceleadership.org/blog/Littering_and_its_Effect_on_the_Environment  

https://pollutionarticles.blogspot.com/2012/02/why-is-littering-bad-for-environment.htmlhttps://pollutionarticles.blogspot.com/2012/02/why-is-littering-bad-for-environment.html  
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